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PM Cameron’s (weak) deal
Sovereignty
• It is recognised that the United Kingdom, in the light of the
specific situation it has under the Treaties, is not committed to
further political integration into the European Union
Migrants and welfare benefits
• four-year "emergency brake" on in-work benefits - and for new
arrivals tax credits phased in over four years.
Safeguarding interests of countries outside the eurozone
• countries outside the eurozone, such as Britain, not required to
fund euro bailouts but … The single rulebook is to be applied to
ensure the level-playing field within the internal market.
Competitiveness

• where feasible burden reduction targets in key sectors, with
commitments by EU institutions and Member States.
Basis underpinning Referendum BUT almost ignored as question was not “do you back
this deal” rather “Should the United Kingdom remain a member of the European Union
or leave the European Union?”
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Who voted to leave (and why)?
% voting to leave EU

% skilled manual occupations – the JAM’s

% voting to leave:
England – 53.4%
Wales – 52.5%
Northern Ireland – 44.2%
Scotland – 38.0%

Manchester 40%
Cambridgeshire
+ city (26%)

St. Albans 37%
Bristol 38%

Brighton 31%

London:
23/28 lowest
5/33 above 50%

Correlation: 0.70

Who will suffer most?
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Article 50 process
• Article 50 invoked end March 2017
– UK leaves the EU end of March 2019

• EU has consistently had a two-stage approach:
1.
2.

Negotiating a post-March 2019 transition period of some 2 years
involving: ‘Divorce’ bill; Northern Ireland Border; EU citizens rights;
trade and EU laws
Trade and Customs arrangements but only after (1) is concluded

• Withdrawal Agreement (November 2018) was mostly
about (1)
– But UK consistently stalled on (1) and wanted to get straight into (2)
– caused consternation and confusion in UK and EU

• Light weight political declaration (November 2018) is
more about (2)
– But although high on aspiration, low on specifics, it could have major
influence on how MPs vote on December 11th

Matters for Withdrawal Settlement
• Divorce Bill:
– In late 2017, FT thought:
• the EU exit bill to require Britain to cover at least its commitments under
the long-term budget... That would take the total to €64bn in gross
terms and €40bn net.

– In event they were right and its hardly caused a stir!

• EU citizens rights
– Both parties wanted existing EU nationals in UK to maintain
rights (agreed 2018); UK wanted end to free movement of
labour (agreed but maybe privileged rights for EU citizens - part
of stage 2 negotiation?)

• NI-Irish border
– As expected it has turned out probably biggest issue
• EU wanted no customs border with

• Role of European Court of Justice
– UK wanted to end jurisdiction (get back “our independence”)
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Principles for Withdrawal Agreement between EU/UK

• On 8th December 2017 UK Government agreed to the
‘backstop’ which when ‘fleshed-out’ in November 2018
meant:
– If after the transition period (during which UK remains in
Single Market and Customs Union), there is no trade deal:
• UK remains in EU Customs Union
– No tariffs on goods trade
– UK unable to set tariffs from other countries lower than the EUs

• Northern Ireland to stay aligned to some rules of EU Single Market
– So goods coming into NI need checking (so-called ‘border’ in Irish Sea)
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Chequers Plan
• PM’s September 2017 position (Florence speech):
– Leave Single Market
• Regain control over law-making, migration, and end budget payments

– Leave Customs Union
• CU prevents UK from negotiating own trade agreements with other countries

• Poor reception in Brussels and not compatible with ‘backstop’ agreed
in December 2017.
• Main outcome of Chequers plan involved major comprises to get EU
to agree to a new approach to trade that:
– Gives UK ‘frictionless’ trade in goods
• Effectively a Customs Union with EU
– But with UK free to strike trade deals with other countries
– Collect tariffs for EU for goods destined to continent

– On services allow access to EU market
• Where EU judges UK’s regulatory regime is “equivalent”

– Avoids hard border in Northern Ireland
• UK to sign up to “common rule book”
– Covering product standards, EU customs code, ‘rules of origin’, State aid issues
» All goods entering UK would have to meet EU standards
» ECJ to have a role in policing rule book
» Effectively regulatory alignment with the Single Market

Objections to Chequers
• From EU
– Frictionless trade only
possible in Single Market &
Customs Unions
• Not going to allow ‘cherrypicking’ – privileged access
without obligations of free
movement of people, full
regulatory alignment
(adjudicated by ECJ)

– Not going to delegate the
application of its customs
policy to non-member

• From Brexiteers
– Abandonment of leaving
SM and CU
– Vassalage to EU
• Following rule book
• Role of ECJ
• Cannot pursue truly
independent free trade
policy
• No role in setting
policy/rules

• Anyway too complicated
Going forward, assuming acceptance of Withdrawal Agreement, these issues are
unresolved and will not ‘go away’
• Will determine both the pace and the outcome of post-March 2019 negotiations
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Withdrawal Agreement
• Central issue is the ‘backstop’
– If after the transition period (when UK remains in Single
Market and Customs Union), there is no trade deal:
• UK remains in EU Customs Union
– No tariffs on goods trade
– UK unable to set tariffs from other countries lower than the EUs

• Northern Ireland to stay aligned to some rules of EU Single Market
– So goods coming into NI need checking (so-called ‘border’ in Irish Sea)

• If backstop invoked
– UK cannot unilaterally withdraw from it without EU consent

• PM says it won’t apply as a trade deal can be done
– In 2 years?
– Given the objections to Chequers?
– Big constitutional issues around Northern Ireland being
treated differently to Great Britain
• Scotland would like the same deal?
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Vote by MPs on 11 December
• PM has held firm
– Arguing deal is best we can get
• EU will not renegotiate
• She has met concerns of those voting for Brexit by
– Taking back full control of UK borders
– Ending payments to EU budget (about £14.6bn net)
– taking back control of our laws, by ending the jurisdiction of the
European Court of Justice in the UK

• Part of her approach (set out in a letter to ‘the people’) is:
– "We will then begin a new chapter in our national life. I want that to be a
moment of renewal and reconciliation for our whole country.”
– "It must mark the point when we put aside the labels of 'Leave' and
'Remain' for good and we come together again as one people.”
– "To do that, we need to get on with Brexit now by getting behind this
deal.”

– Seems unlikely it will be supported
•
•
•
•

Over 100 Conservative MP’s have publicly stated they will vote ‘no’
Labour Party is opposed
DUP is opposed
SNP is opposed

Three scenarios if withdrawal voted down
• No-deal Brexit
– 28th November both HM Treasury and Bank of
England set out consequences
– Supermarkets may run out of fresh food; lorry
delays; medicines run out.

• Snap General Election
Two polls on 15th November
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• A second referendum (People’s Vote)

HMT:
• Similar on no-deal
• Note, no advantages to Brexit under
any scenario

Disorderly (no-deal) means in 2019:
• GDP falls 8%
• House prices fall 30%
• Unemployment 4.1%
7.5%
• £ down 25%; inflation up to 6.5%

Source: NatCen Social Research

If I were a betting person:
• No deal Brexit is PM’s fall-back and MP’s likely would never be forgiven
• Snap General Election
• Conservatives loose and Corbyn PM: Labour says it wants to stay in "a"
customs union, and stay as close to the single market as possible (Brexit all
but doesn’t happen)
• People’s Referendum
• Hard to see how this is triggered
• If amendment added to 11th December motion could fail and this option
likely a ‘once-only’ chance
• If happened could be major political instability
So ….
MP’s by narrowest of margins vote for Withdrawal Agreement

Thank you

